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A Z X Z STRUCTURALLY STABLE ACTION

BY

P. R. GROSSI SAD

Abstract. We consider in the product of spheres Sm X S" the Z X Z-action

generated by two simple Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms; if they have some kind of

general position, the action is shown to be stable. An application is made to

foliations.

1. Introduction. Our aim here is to present a very simple example of a structurally

stable Z X Z-action. The stability of differentiable Lie group actions on manifolds

has been extensively studied when the group is R or Z. For compact groups, we

have the following theorem [5]: if G is a compact Lie group, every C" G-action is

(parametrically) structurally stable. We also mention the treatment in [7] of

ñ-stability of actions. For noncompact Lie groups other than Z or R it is interesting

to look for structurally stable examples. This has been done in some cases. In [2]

we have examples of stable Reactions on spheres S", of class C2, and in [1] and [6]

the result that for an open subset & Ç Diff°°(M), with the C00 topology, the pair

(/", fm) generates a structurally stable action of Z X Z on M, where / G & and

n, m E Z. This last statement follows from the fact that diffeomorphisms belonging

to 6E have discrete centralizers. In our examples we use such diffeomorphisms but

in a different manner. Here, the action is not generated by the powers of a single

diffeomorphism.

First of all we make some definitions. Let G be a Lie group and M a C00

manifold. An action <¡>: G X Af —» Af is a C°° map satisfying

(i) ¿>(1, x) = x, Vx G M,

(ii) <t>(gv (g2> *)) = <KSi • g2> *)> vSi> g2 e G and x G M.

Let <Kg): M -> M be the C °° diffeomorphism given by d>(g)(x) = d>(g, x).

The actions <b and Sr* are (parametrically) conjugate if there exists a homeomor-

phism h: M —> M satisfying h ■ <f>(g) = ¥(g) ■ h, Vg G G.

If M is compact we introduce the Cr metric (r > 1) in the set of actions: let d be

the uniform C metric in Diff°°(M) and K C G be a compact generator; then

d(<b, *) = supgSKd(<p(g), *(g)).

Now we can say that an action <b is (parametrically) Cr-structurally stable if there

exists a neighborhood N(<b) of <j> in the C topology such that every ^ G N(<b) is

conjugate to <¡>.

We restrict ourselves to the case G = Z X Z. If ¿>: (Z X Z) X M —» M is an
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action, the diffeomorphisms d>((l, 0)) = F^ and <X(0, 1)) = H^ are its generators.

The definitions given above reduce to (i) <f> and ¥ are C-close if F^ is C-close to

Fy and H^ is C-close to H^, (ii) ¿> is C '-structurally stable if for every action ^f

close to <b there exists a homeomorphism h: M —» M such that hF^ = F^h and

hHç = Hyh. Clearly, F^H^ = H^F^. If the generators of d> are powers of the same

diffeomorphism we call it an elementary action.

Theorem. There exist nonelementary C3-structurally stable Z X Z-actions on
S" X Sm.

These actions have a fairly simple nature. We choose / G DifP^S") and g G

Diff°°(S"") with discrete centralizers (and another condition we will give later on),

and take <j> defined by F^ = (/, Id) and H^ = (Id, g). The idea is to show that the

product structure of the action persists, in some sense, under perturbations.

I thank C. Camacho for several conversations and suggestions.

2. Proof of the Theorem. First we give an outline of the proof. Let/ G Diff°°(S")

and g E Diff°°(Sm) be Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms with two periodic points (a

source and a sink); call A and B the sink and the source off and C and D the sink

and the source of g, respectively. Let <f> be the Z X Z-action generated by F^ =

(/, Id) and H^ = (Id, g). The set ß+ = S" X {C} u S" X {D} u {A} X Sm u

{B} X Sm is invariant under <i> (the nonwandering set of <p>). The stable and

unstable manifolds of the points in ñ^, form a grid on S" X Sm in the following

sense. Each {P} X Sm is the //^-stable manifold of (P, C) and each S" X {Q} is

the F^-stable manifold of (A, Q). These manifolds coincide with the H^ and

F^-unstable manifolds of (P, D) and (B, Q), respectively. An action ¥ close to <?>

has generators F^ and H^ close to F¿ and H,. We begin by showing that there

exists a ^-invariant set Q^ close to ñ^ (and homeomorphic to it). Furthermore, the

restrictions of both actions to these sets are conjugate. Let V\,, V\, W\ and W\ be

the subsets of Œ* corresponding to S" X {C}, S" X {D}, {A} X Sm and {B} X

5"". We show then that the //^-stable manifolds of the points in V\, are exactly the

same as the //^.-unstable manifolds of the points in V\ (the corresponding fact

holds for Fy too) if /and g satisfy some conditions which relate them. Therefore we

have, as before, a grid for 4', and from that we can prove that <b and ¥ are

conjugate.

Now we come to the proof.

Step 1. We choose/ G Diff^S") and g G Diff°°(Sm), both Morse-Smale diffeo-

morphisms with two periodic points (a sink and a source) and having C°-discrete

centralizers (we may assume persistence of this property under perturbations in the

C3 topology, see [1]). We observe that for existence of such /and g it is necessary

to assume at each fixed point that all eigenvalues are distinct and have no

resonance relations.

Let us call the condition above Cl (C°-discrete centralizers and persistence). In

Step 4 conditions C2, C3, C4 and C5 are introduced. Let A and B be the sink and

the source of /, C and D the sink and the source of g and <j> the Z X Z-action

generated by F^ = (/, Id) and //„, = (Id, g).
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Claim. If * is C3-close to <f> there exist C°° submanifolds of S" X Sr

V\, W\ and IF,2,—close to 5"" X {C}, S" X {D}, {A} X 5m and {B} X 5'

IS"x{Z>)

V y,

and invariant under ^. Furthermore, <i>|s»x{Ci is conjugate to ^|Ki,<i>^

conjugate to ^| vi and so on.

In fact, S" X {C} is a normally hyperbolic attracting submanifold for H^ =

(Id, g) and //J5»x/C} = Id. Therefore /¿^ has an attracting C°° submanifold V^,,

normally hyperbolic and close to 5" X {C} (see [3]). It is easy to see that V^ is

also invariant by F^. We "project" F^,\y, along the i/^-stable manifolds of the

points in Vl in order to get F: S" X {C} -► 5" X {C}. The diffeomorphism F is

Then  F is  adifferentiably  conjugate   to   Fy\v<   and   C3-close  to  Ft

northpole-southpole diffeomorphism conjugate to F.\s„x,c,

deduce that Fy\ vi and ^|S"X{c) are conjugate.

*IS"x{C}-

and from that we

\   S" x  {C}

Furthermore, "projecting" H^\ v!t along the //^-stable manifolds of the points in

Vl in order to get H: S" X {C) -* S" X {C}, we have that H and F are C°-close

to the identity. It turns out that H = Id and from this we get H^\ y, = Id. The

same argument holds for the other submanifolds. We note that the four points

Vy n W^ are fixed points for the action ty.

Step 2. Now we prove the following lemma.

Lemma  1. Let L:  R" X R"

v E R" and

R" XR" be a linear map, L(v, 0) = (v, 0) for

Mi

1(0} XR™
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with 0 < I Hj\ < 1 distinct and p¡ G R, 1 < j < m. Consider a C°° map £: F X £> -h>

Rm, w/zez-e K Ç R" is compact, D Ç Rm « ¿zzz ty?e« neighborhood of 0 ER" and

1,(7", O) = • • •  = îm(T, O) = 0, an*/ í/ze m-parameter family of submanifolds

Sx = {(7\ ¿i(^ *), • • • , U,T, x)), T EVandx = (xx, . . . , Xj, . . . , xm) E D }.

If this family is L-invariant, that is, if S¡^x) = LSX, and if fij ¥= IPJLift**) V/i,- >
0, 27L ,/z, > 2, zVzevz there exist C°° wapj ^(T) such that §(T, x) = XjAj(T).

Proof. Invariance means

%{T,   tfXy   ...,   rfXj,   ...,   HkXm)   =   lLk%(T,  Xy...,Xj,...,  xj

or$(T, Ux) = pj%(T, x).

We have %(T, x) = ^M<kA¿(T)xa + R(T, x) where R(T, x)/|jc|*->0 as |x| -»

0, and

x" = *,"'• • • x°~,        |a|-0, + • • • +om.

We then have

l/r, u'x)- 2  ^(r)(£/*)" + Ä(r, i/'x)

=   2   4(7VV+Ä(7\ U'x) - pfciT, x)
\a\<k

= /*/ S   ^(r)x«' + /v/Ä(7',x).

Given e > 0, for |x| small enough we may write \R(T, x)\ <e|x|*. Since U is a

contraction, we have \R(T, U'x)\ < e| U'x\k < e\ U\'k\x\k, V/ > N0.

Then \^'\ \R(T, x)\ < e\U\lk\x\k. From this, it follows that \R(T, x)\ <

e(\U\,k/\pJ)\x\k.

We choose k in order to have |ft*| < |p¡\, Vi **/; as/->oo we get R(T, x) = 0.

Then,

%{t,x)= 2 4(7X.

Now, p"AJa(T) = pjAJa(T). From the absence of resonances and ft, t¿= ty for z ^y we

obtain ^¿(r) = 0 whenever \o\ > 2 or o ¥=j if \a\ = 1.

Remarks. (1) Lemma 1 is essentially a theorem of [4, p. 167].

(2) The following is implied by the lemma: if (T, £X(T, a), . . . , £m(T, a)) E Sa

and (T, ¿,(r, b), . . . , £m(T, b)) E Sb then

Íi(T,a)/ai = Íi(T,b)/b¡    or    it(T,b) = (bJa^T, a).

This means that knowledge of the submanifold for some value of the parameter

gives a knowledge of all the submanifolds of the family.

(3) It is easy to extend the lemma to the case where L has complex eigenvalues.



We consider

(i)

0

0

A,

where 0 < | ii,| < 1, tx, G R (1 < j < m),

. T cos 9,    -sen 9¡
A, = *>*■

J sen 9¡      cos 0,

and A, < 0 (1 < z < s),

(ii) a differentiable map </>: K X Z) -+ /?m + 2j, d» = (|„ . . . , £,, r,,, f „ . . . , tl, f,)>

(where V Ç R" is an open set and D C Rm+2s is a neighborhood of 0 G Rm+2í),

and the (m + 2s)-parameter family of submanifolds

Stx,z) = {{T, |,(r, x,z),..., £m(T, x, z), i\x(T, x, z),

$X(T, x, z), . . . , t\s(T, x, z), ÇS(T, x, z)),

T E V, (x, z) = (xx, . . . ,xm, zx, wx, . . . , z„ ws) E D}.

If this family is L-invariant, there exist differentiable maps Aj(T), B¡(T), C¡(T)

such that

Íj( T, x, z) = XjAj( T),       t,,.( T, x, z) = z,Bt( T) - w^ T),

St(T,x,z)-ziCi(T) + wiBi(T).

Step 3. The diffeomorphisms/ G Diff^S") and g G Diff°°(Sm) chosen at Step 1

satisfy the condition of no resonances between the eigenvalues of sinks (and

sources) (see [1]). This condition implies that we can linearize them near those

critical points, and that the linearizations vary "continuously" with the diffeomor-

phisms.

We then have the following lemma (notation as before).

Lemma 2. Let D Q S" X Sm and Dx X D2 Q R" X Rm be disks such that (A, C)

G D and (0, 0) G (Dx X D2). Then there exist a neighborhood N of the action d> (in

the C3-topology) and a C° map R: N -h> Emb2(Z>, Dx X D2) such that, for *£JV,

we have

(i) R(*)H<l,R(<l')-1(vy v2) = (vx, Lv2) where L G GL(Rm),

(ii) R(*)(Vl n D) C Dx, /c(*XW* n D) C D2, RC*)(W^(a) n D) =
{R(f)(a)} X D2 and R(1>)(W^(b) n D) = Dx X {R(*)(b)} for a G V1 and b E

W ' (here WSH (a) denotes the H ̂ -stable manifold of a).

Proof. The embedding 7?(<f>) is defined as follows. Take 7?(<f>), from a neighbor-

hood of (A, C) (in Wç) to D2, that linearizes H^, and R(<¡>) an embedding of a

neighborhood of (A, C) (in  V1) into V1. Given z E S" X Sm belonging to a

A Z X Z STRUCTURALLY STABLE ACTION 519
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neighborhood of (A, C), there exist aEV\ and b E W\ such that {z} = WSH (A)

n Wl (b). Then we define R(<b)(z) as (R(<b)(a), R(<¡>(b))). The Lemma from [1, p.

145] implies that this construction may be done continuously for actions close to <p.

Remarks. (1) We may suppose that R(^)H^R(^)~l\D2 is in Jordan normal

form.

(2) Lemma 2 is true for the other fixed points.

We relate Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 as follows. By Step 1 every action ^ close to d>

has invariant submanifolds V'^, W{¡,, 1 < i,j < 2, such that the points Vl n W{,

are fixed for ^. The family of F^-unstable manifolds of points in W\ close to

V\ n W\ hits points close to V\ n W\. From there it is taken by H^ to a

neighborhood of V¿ n Wl so that it coincides with the family of 7\j,-unstable

manifolds that comes from points in W\ close to V\ n W\ (we observe that H^

preserves respectively the stable and unstable manifolds of the points in W\ and

Wy). After linearizing H^, near V^ n W\, i = 1, 2, we may apply Lemma 1.

Diff°°(Sm) satisfy in order that the F^-unsta-

W\ coincide with the F^-stable manifolds of the

Step 4. What conditions must g

ble manifolds of the points of

points of W\ for ^ close to <#>? We will answer this question now.

We know that some power //£ takes a fundamental domain 2^ for H^, close to

V\ n Wl, to a fundamental domain 2+ for H^, close to V\, n W\,. This map has

the following properties.

(i) H$( Wl n 2*) = Win 2*.

(ii) H% = g".
(iii) If (•) G Wl then H$(WS(-))

manifold of the point ( • ).

(iv) If (■) G W\, then H$(WU()) = Wl(H%(-)), where W%(-) is the F^-unstable

manifold of the point (•).

W\H%(-)), where W%(-) is the F^-stable

We point out that there exist open subsets  U, U contained in   W\, close to
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V2 n W2 and V_l n Wl such that if (•) G U ((■) G U) then W$(-) n 7> Ç 2*

(H^() Ç 7) n 2*). (D and Z) are disks around_KJ, n Wl and V% n W¿ where

Lemma 2 holds.) After linearizing H^ in 7) and 7) we get two local actions defined

in a neighborhood of (0, 0) G R" X Rm (we will maintain the notation after

linearizations have been carried out). The Z X Z local action on D is generated by

Z\j, and 77,j„ F^l^ = 7\j,|{0)xir, = Id. The F^-stable manifold of (0, P) E Wl is

R" X {P} and 77^|(0)><ir, is diagonalizable in the canonical basis (the semisimple

case is analogous). For the Z X Z local action defined on D we have corresponding

statements.

The family ?F ('S) in D (D) of the F^-unstable manifolds of the points in Wl

close to Vl n Wl ( Vl n Wl) is a differentiable w-parameter family. We take the

parameter as the single point where each unstable manifold crosses {P0} X R" for

some P0 ({Po) x R")- This is an 77^(77^"') invariant family in the sense of Lemma

1, so it can be described as 'S = {S^^h»., ('S = (SJlER.) with Sx =

{(T, £X(T, x), . . . , t„,(T, x))}, where T belongs to a fundamental domain of F^ in

Vl containing P0 (Sx = {(T, £X(T, x), . . . , |m(F, x))}, T belonging to a fundamen-

tal domain of F<¡, in Vl containing P0).

Consider 'S when its parameter belongs to a coordinate axis, say the z0th

coordinate axis Ox^. By Lemma 1 we see that the submanifold Vl X Ox¡o — {0} X

Ox¡ is satured by 9. Fix ¿z G Ox¡, (ä ^ 0). There exists an interval [äx, ä0] in Ox¡

such that S(0 ¿,..., o) G R" X {(0, . . . , x, . . . , 0), x G [äx, ä0]} which is

minimal for this property. By Lemma 1, if b E Ox¡ is such that d/b = ä0/äx, the

interval [bx, b0], which is minimal for the property 5(0 ¿ ...,o> C R" X

{(0, . . . , x, . . . , 0), x G [by b0]}, satisfies b0 = ax and 5/b = b0/bx. It turns out

that b~o = a0bx. We note that if there is no coincidence between the F^-unstable

manifolds of points in Wl and the F^-stable ones of points in Wl, then necessarily

a0¥= ax and b0¥^ bx. Let us fix a0 (we do not change it for ¥ close to d>); clearly the

points ¿o = a, and bx depend on <fr: b0 = b0(^) and bx = b^).
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Ox,,

Now we impose condition C2 on 77^ = g; none of the coordinates of H%(ä0) E

{0} X Rm are zero. This assumption still holds for 77£(a0), for ^ close to ¿>.

Applying 77£ to R" X {(0, . . . , x, . . . , 0), bx < x < d0} we get a cylinder over the

curve whose endpoints are 77£(¿z0) and H{¡,(bx) (this curve contains H$(ax)). For

some (a, b) E Ox,  X Ox¡ we have

5(0.a.o)= «î(S(o.¿,...,o))ÇR" x {z E H^(äx), H^(ä0)}

and

5(o.b.o) = /rç(s(o....,*,...,o))ÇR" X {ze^",),//^)};
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clearly 77£(a,) =_77£(Z>0). Lemma 1 again implies (H^(äo))j/(H^(äx))j = Oj/bj and

(H^(bo))j/(H^(bx))j = aj/bj,j = I, . . . , m ((-)y. stands for the y'th coordinate of

(•) G Rm) and from that

(H$(äo))j/ {H${b0)l = (Hi(b0))./ (77^(6,)),

or

{H(bo)fj = (#î(«o)), ■ {H$(bx)l,      j=l,...,m.

We have obtained that for some interval I around a0 the map 77£: 7 -> Rm has

the following property. If there is no coincidence between the F^-stable manifolds

of points in Wl and the F^-unstable ones of points in W%, then there exists a point

b0 (depending on ^) close to a0 but b0 ¥= a0 such that

("P*{bo)t - (H*(äo))j ■ {Hi(%/äo))r      j=l,...,m. (♦)

For the action <f>, (*) holds when b0 = a0. Now we give a condition on d> to ensure

that (*) holds only if ä0 = b0 and not only for <f> but even for ¥ close enough to <b.

Consider a<¡,: I -h> Rm.

a*(x) = ((77$(x))2 - (77£(â0)), • (H${x2/ä0))x, ...,

{HUx)t - {W&äo))m-(H!&x2/äo))m).

Clearly a^(ä0) = a'^(ä0) = 0. Now we perturb slightly the generator H^ = g (same

notation as before) in the C3-topology to get condition C3, a'¿(a0) =£ 0. For the new

action, we have the same properties as already obtained, but a^(x) = 0 for x G 7

close to a0 if and only if x = a0.

If ^ is C2-close to <#>, we still may say that a+(â0) ¥= 0. This implies that the

equality a<¡,(x) = 0 for x close to 50 holds only if x = a0. Therefore we have

b0 = a0 in (*), that is, the submanifold 5(0       a.0) Ç W^(H$(ä0)). Now Lemma

1 guarantees that the F^-stable manifolds of the points in Wl coincide with the

F^-stable ones of the points in Wl.

Proceeding as before we change F^ = / in order to get coincidence between the

77^-stable manifolds of the points in Vl and the 77^-unstable ones of the points in

V%, for * close enough to d> in the C3-topology. We impose on/conditions C4 and

C5 analogous to C2 and C3 for g.
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Remark. Connectedness of fundamental domains of/I v\ and g\\ w\ is needed in

the proof above. In the case n = 1 or m = 1 the proof ends as follows (assume

n = 1). Given z E Wl, one of the connected components of WF (z) — {z} coin-

cides with one of the components of WF (z1) — {z'} for some z' G Wl. The other

component of WF (z') — {z'} is equal to one of the components of WF (z) — {z}

for some z E Wl. The map z —> z is a C°° diffeomorphism close to Id (if ^ is close

to ¿>) and belongs to the centralizer of 77,,,: Wl —* Wl. Therefore z = z by the

claim of Step 1.

Step 5. Now we construct the conjugacy between actions <f> (described before)

and ¥ C3-close to it. We know that there exist homeomorphisms hv: V^-* V^ and

hw- w\ -> wl such that K ■ (^)l vi = i^*)! Ki • K and V ' (^)l w\ ■ hw (this was
proved in Step 1). Given z G S" X 5m, we have {z} = W^(z,) n W'F (zj for

z, G V\ and z2 G W¡. Define A: S"xS%5"x Sm by h(z) = WsH¿hv(z,)) n

^f (^>f(z2))¡ it is easv to see tnat Ä is a homeomorphism and hF^ = F^/i and

hfíl = H*h.
Remark. </> z'j «oí locally structurally stable at its fixed points. The reason is the

following. If ^ is close to d> but is defined only on a neighborhood V of a fixed

point of ¿> we can not guarantee that ^l is the identity on some ^-invariant

submanifold in V.

3. Stable foliations. Let F2 = S1 X S1 and <>: n,(F2) -» Diff^iS" X Sm) be the

action of the Theorem. The suspension of ¿> is the foliation defined as follows. Take

in R2 X S" X Sm the trivial foliation 'S by leaves R2 X (x,y) and the equivalence

relation

(u, v, x, y) ~ (t/, v', x', y') «=>

(u — u', v — v') E Z X Z,

/<"-"')(x) = x',

g(v-v){y) = /,

where/ = ¿>(1, 0) and g = <#>(0, 1).

Let II: R2X5"XX%R2XS"X 5m/~ be the quotient map; define <S(4>)

as n^C^). It is not difficult to show that <S(^>) is structurally stable (as a foliation) if

and only if <¡> is structurally stable (as an action). It follows from our theorem that

^(«j») is C3 structurally stable.

This kind of construction was done in [6] for representations p: n,(A/) -»

Diff°°(Af) (Af and N are differentiable manifolds and n,(A/) is finitely generated)

satisfying p(gx) = f, p(g¡) = Id, i = 2, . . . , k, where {g„ . . ., gk} are generators

of Tlx(N) and / G Diff°°(Af) is a structurally stable diffeomorphism with discrete

centralizer. Our example shows that this is not the only possible way of getting

stable representations. See [6] for further information.

Now we should like to pose some questions. (1) Is it possible to prove the

theorem using general Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms? (2) Does our construction

extend to Z X Z X • • • xZ-stable actions? (3) Does every manifold have a

nonelementary Z X Z structurally stable action?
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